LEVEL 1: If you don't have any experience with your skies/ snowboard you are right in this group. You are going to learn all, from your first steps on your skies/ snowboard to your first turns down the hill.

→ blue slopes

LEVEL 2: You already have a little experience, but don't feel too strong when you are up on the hill? Then why don't you join this group? After repeating the turns we'll be working on smoothly doing turn after turn.

→ blue & red slopes

LEVEL 3: Your turns are quite good and you can handle easy slopes? But once the slope is getting steeper you prefer going slow? The goal of this group is to be able to keep your skies/board 100% under control all the time by having a closer look at the way your standing on your skies/snowboard.

→ red slopes

LEVEL 4: For those of you who are in good charge of his/her skies/snowboard but missing the last edge for absolute control, this group is right. This group will get you used to a high level of control, even on steep hills, by varying your turns and a proper usage of your edges.

→ red & black slopes

LEVEL 5: If you can handle all of the above, come and join this group. Here we'll be focusing on slopes which will demand all of your skills like mogul, icy and very steep slopes.

→ black slopes

LEVEL 6: The absolute Pros who also go easily through mogul slopes etc. there is one more group where we will have a look at the basics for proper backcountry and/or fun park riding.

→ well on black slopes and in the backcountry